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About This Content

The robots from Steam Powered Giraffe are in a video game!

That's right! Steam Powered Giraffe did music for SteamWorld Heist and Rabbit, The Spine, and Hatchworth make an
appearance in the game, as themselves, entertaining their fellow robots in-game with their catchy tunes!

This album includes the SteamWorld Heist theme song created by the band, as well as 12 tracks, featuring 6 completely original
songs written for the game, and 6 classic Steam Powered Giraffe songs, re-recorded to fit into the SteamWorld Heist game

universe. Ever wanted to hear what an acoustic version of Automatonic Electronic Harmonics would sound like? Well the game
and this album have one! We even have a version of Brass Goggles, with backing vocals sung by the entire game development

team at Image & Form Games!

How to access the audio files:

The files can be found in your Steam directory: [...]\Steam\steamapps\common\SteamWorld Heist\SteamWorld Heist
Soundtrack by Steam Powered Giraffe.

You can right-click SteamWorld Heist in your Steam games list, select "Properties", select the tab "Local Files", and press the
button "Browse Local Files". Happy listening!
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This is a must buy for any anime and vn fan, artwork is great and colorful and the story is amazing, only thing about this is there
are no choices you just read so if your looking for something that has choices and different endings then this isnt for you. 8/10.
This has to be one of the BEST games I have on steam!! I love the challenge! And just the game in general!. If you want a
strategy game that gives you time to think through your decisions, this is for you. If you want a mindless game to play while
you're in a Skype call, this is still for you. Games like this, where you concentrate as much or as little as you want, are rare.. I
would reccomend this DMU based on it being quite nicely realistic. However, the route and scenario that accompany this DLC
are near impossible to complete with a good score. Well no, the route is fine, but in the scenario you are set up to fail. I suppose
this really does reflect how poor British Railways' modernisation plan was in the 1950's. Seriously, you'll get a bad score but you
will like the DMU. DOWNLOADS MALWARE

Don't Buy!!!
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I highly recommend this game, especially since Shenmue 3 is supposed to release later this year.

Yes, this game may be a little dated for some younger players, but these games were ahead of their time when they were
released on Dreamcast (and was at some point, the most expensive game ever created), so the graphics aren't too bad by today's
standards. Also, Shenmue 2 seems to have been ported from the Xbox version, so the graphics are a bit more crisp than the DC
version (or Shenmue 1 of this release).

The story is very engaging and left an entire generation of gamers wanting more. It has a very immersive plot and rich palette of
characters that help move the story along.

The problem with this game stems from its age. Besides the obvious aged graphics, some of the controls can feel clunky and
downright frustrating at times. It isn't a deal breaker by any stretch of the imagination, however, so don't let that deter you.
Some people have reported that the cut scenes didn't render and that the game only moved at 10fps at certain parts. I didn't
experience this at all, and as a matter of fact, I managed to get the frame rate up to 60fps using SMMisc tools from Shenmue
Dojo, so...

Here's hoping that Shenmue 3 is anywhere near as memorable as these games.. Neat little dungeon crawler with a very light VN
touch.. 26h to en d the game, lot's of visual bugs but playable.
overall doesn't worth the prize. This game is utterly fantastic. I have not experienced many of the bugs that others on here
report, and have found the game to be very stable. The general difficulty is absurdly easy, I have never had under 100k after
about 45 minutes of gameplay, and generally enjoy it when I can control the government with a family member in literally every
position. If anyone causes trouble for you, start a trial and then just vote guilty (and since you control the government you have a
family member in every jury position).

You can then buy or steal every building in town, burn down your competitors businesses and then rebuild another building in
the exact same location, and hire thugs to follow your enemies around. You can poison the cities water well to generate more
business for your hospitals, and you can summon demons and spirits to give you gifts. Want your own private army of super
powered thugs with full plate armour that can take on the city guards? Easy! Just be the only smithy in town that only sells to
your own troops.

If you want an easy game on ANY difficulty, just be in the business of raw materials of any sort, either food or wood or metal..
The obsidian walker with this one is seriously awesome.. Good RTS/Turn based combo game ala the Total War Series. Kind of
Shogun 2 with a good Campaign story and general units that level up and majorly turn the tide of battle. High fantasy setting
with lots of magic. Just know it's a single player game worth about 30-40 hours of fun and the developer hasn't made new
content and I'm pretty sure won't. That said, great price.. Huh. I never thought they'd do it. But here it is! And officially released
in english, though they probably could've done that back in 2003, but whatever. This is a new version of RPG Maker 2003,
Developed by Enterbrain back in 2002, got a fan translation back in that year, or a few years later... or something, then at 2015
or so, got an official release with KADOKAWA giving the go ahead, with a team of translaters, a couple of them RPG Maker
2003 users possibly already know.

This updated KADOKAWA Version of RPG Maker 2003 has newer enhancements than the older version. the games you create
got an overhaul, and is able to be used on both modern computers, and older ones as normal. That kind of surprised me, as the
GDI support is kind of neat for people running Windows 7 and later. And like I typed, it supports older PCs via, DirectDraw,
which I think was the default of older PCs at the time. Also the window of the game(s) used with this version of RPG Maker
2003 can go up to 4 times the default resolution, with the game screen stretching as well.

The program itself, by just starting, looks the same. Though in the database part of the program, and possibly the Event editor,
The team seemed to overhaul this too. This is possibly to make it bigger for more modern users. Also these windows can be
resized, which is kind of cool, but... not everything tries to either be bigger, or move to not give more empty space. Not an exact
pro, but also not a con either in my case.

Every Event piece window got overhauled, especially the Show Picture Window. The Show Picture Window can now accept
Spritesheets So you can have an animated character talking with the dialogue box or something.

While playing the game, a new key, F5, was used for Video Options, these are different than What I've seen in RPG Maker XP
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and RPG Maker VX ACE, the newer RPG Makers I have aside from this one. (I'm not counting RPG Maker MV because I
believe it runs on Javascript, and not RGSS).

The RTP is pretty much what I thought it would be, Which RPG Maker 2000 uses as well, if I'm correctly remembering, with
the added side view Battlers, and different enemy images which faces to the left/right respectively. There's also different Face
sets in this RTP in comparison to RPG Maker 2000. Oh yea, and also the Title Images in the RTP say "RPGツクール 2003"
instead of "RPG Maker 2003".

Unlike RPG Maker XP-RPG Maker VX ACE, this RPG Maker doesn't use RGSS. So there's no scripting. However, you can
always make different things by way of EVENTS!

Like RPG Maker XP, RPG Maker 2003 never had DLC, as it was never needed... Also Paid DLC wasn't a thing until
somewhere way later, so you could look for way over a million RPG Maker 2003 resources from others.. This game is actually
really fun.. Awesome concept, neat design, and was very much looking forward to playing, however...

After spending some time with the game, closing it then returning a short time later, all progress/my save game and options had
been reset. Checked the Steam Forums, and I'm far from the only one that this has affected.

C'mon, Devs - it's a full-release where saving your game doesn't work. Way to put a dampner on the experience.

Refunded, and will probably just wait for a sale.
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